
Profile	 Applying personal flavor, creativity and a touch of altruism in everything I do—I help 
individuals grow and make a difference.


	 

	 The rewarding feeling of knowing I have impacted someone’s life for the better is why I get 

up in the morning. Happiness, as one might call it, is a feeling that comes from within, and 
there is simply no greater human experience than this.


Experience	 English Instructor | Sapporo Nihon University High School | Sapporo, Japan  
 2014-Present 
	 I aim to help, motivate, and inspire students to reach their highest potential academically.


	 ▶ Assess each class' language ability and craft a personalized curriculum based on 
results


	 ▶ Utilize materials and contemporary media that are relevant to current events to keep 
students engaged in discussions and interested in lessons


	 ▶ Ensure that student handouts and worksheets have clean design and are easy to 
understand


	 ▶ Focus on constant personal development and leadership


	 Assistant Language Teacher | Interac | Sapporo, Japan | 2011-2014 
	 My passion and interest in Japan brought me a unique opportunity to help, educate and 

interact with Japanese students, so that they could grow and develop in meaningful ways.


	 ▶ Promoted multicultural understanding and global communication to Japanese 
students.


	 ▶ I gained a deep understanding of the essence of Japanese life and customs through 
interacting with, teaching, and learning from students and teachers


	 ▶ Participated in ongoing teacher development sessions and training


	 Barista | Cha For Tea | Irvine, California, United States | 2009-2011 
	 I worked hard to help create an environment that fit the daily life of others so that they 

could feel refreshed and relaxed, whether at work or play.


	 ▶I learned the meaning of what "WOW Service" is and what it takes to provide a truly 
exceptional customer experience


	 ▶ Successfully put smiles on dozens of customers visiting our store through:

	 - sharing knowledge of our unique tea products

	 - maintaining a fun and friendly atmosphere

	 - and most importantly by connecting with them on a personal level

	 ▶ Provided tremendous value to the teams I worked with, especially during our "rush 

hours", as I had worked hard to establish my skills to be one of the quickest and most 
efficient baristas in our store
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Education University of California, Irvine | Bachelor of Arts in East Asian Languages & 
Literatures and Minor in Japanese Language & Literature | 2010 

	 I deeply enjoy investigating how seemingly unrelated events and people are connected, 
especially with a particular interest in Asian cultures. My courses in East Asian Languages 
& Literature taught me how to draw meaningful conclusions through practical research 
methods, in addition to presenting information effectively. My studies in the Japanese 
language has also given me an outlet to expand my communication globally.


Specialties WordPress Support 
	 My connection with WordPress stems from my natural strength and interest in writing. As 

a blogging platform, I initially used WordPress.com to blog and share my everyday 
thoughts. Over time, I began to explore the other numerous capabilities WordPress had to 
offer, realized it is more than just software, and soon became aware of its cause—
democratize publishing. Since then I became involved with helping others in the 
WordPress Support Forums.


	 Translation (English -> Japanese) 
	 I believe there is so much potential for WordPress in Japan, and so in my effort to 

discover how I could contribute to its community, I use my knowledge in both English and 
Japanese to help localize WordPress software.


	 Translation (Japanese -> English)

	 In my current profession as an English instructor at a Japanese high school, I have 

contributed translations to numerous internal documents and projects, many of which 
have been for our school’s “Super Global High School” homepage.


	 Writing

	 Writing has always been a profound means of communication for me. Naturally, it became 

an integral part of my career, as I currently teach both essay and creative writing in my 
current job.


	 Japanese

	 Japanese sits at the foundation of my journey for how I got to my current point in life. 

Everything about Japan, ranging from its language to its culture, fascinated me ever since 
I was a child. It was always my dream to one day live and work here, and now I’m living 
that dream.

http://WordPress.com

